National Taiwan Normal University Notice
For Application for Teachers of Academic
Excellence Incentive
1. Applicants shall possess the following qualifications:
(1) Full-time teachers and researchers in the school system.
(2) Applicants shall meet the following basic requirements to
apply for Academic Excellence Incentive.
a. Average score in the Student Opinion of Instruction Survey
over the past three years reaches 3.5 points or above (does not
apply to newly appointed teachers).
b. Averages one Ministry of Science and Technology (MOST)
(formerly known as the National Science Council) research
project (or exhibition or performance) each year.
c. Averages one academic paper published in a SCI, SSCI,
A&HCI, or SCOPUS journal (or judging or work collection),
or published one book rated exceptional or above within the
past three years.
2. The three-year timeframe of academic publications (papers accepted
but not published are not counted) and other academic performances
starts from November 1, 2017 to October 31, 2020.
3. Applicants are allowed to repeat the submission of incentives for
“Teachers of Academic Excellence” and “Distinguished Talents”, but
can only choose to get either one. If the amount of “Teachers of
Academic

Excellence

Incentive”

granted

is

greater

than

“Distinguished Talents Incentive”, the shortfall will be made up by

institution fund.
4. Those with parental leaves taken in the past three years are allowed to
postpone the timeframe to five years, according to the related
regulations from “National Taiwan Normal University Distinguished
Talent Incentive Policy”.
5. Those who have been rewarded should submit his or her research
results to the Department of Research and Development’s publications
or website before applying next time.
(Research Highlights:
http://rh.acad.ntnu.edu.tw/submission/index/k/0JnVn0Jo49YFEjZyL2
TLXbS3yRMI6amawRiuFIpu8=)
6. JCR (IF) rank (SJR rank) is based on the IF rank of the year that the
paper is published. Since papers published this year do not have IF
rank (SJR rank), IF rank (SJR rank) in the previous year (2019) is
counted instead.
(1) JCR (IF) rank: Please log in and search from InCites JCR.
http://www.lib.ntnu.edu.tw/database/database_english.jsp?flag=0%
choice_id=J
(2) SJR rank: Please log in and search from Scimago.
https://www.scimagojr.com/journalrank.php

※ In the event of any discrepancy between the English version and the
original Chinese version, the Chinese version shall prevail.

